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After sessions, teams show double digit increases in: 

increase by %

Empathable's CEO: Micah J. Wonjoon Kessel
As CEO of Empathable, Micah has led experiential learning sessions and keynotes on empathy
for leaders and teams at META, Deloitte, Target, and Cisco. Micah is a Byron Fellow, Templeton
World Foundation grant recipient in Human Flourishing, practitioner at The Center for the
Science of Moral Understanding, and has designed Empathable with top researchers in the
areas of empathy, bias, and emotions science.

What our clients say:

Empathy is hard to learn, but easy to experience. Through real immersive perspectives from real
organizational communities, Empathable brings empathy and heritage month celebration to life

with relational skills that organizations can apply. 

Why Empathable?

Offer your ERGs and teams an authentically refreshing approach to heritage months.

Create your most empathic heritage months.

Book Black History Month, Pride Month &

AAPI Month with Empathable

Book by Feb 1st to receive this special 40% discount, described below.

“This was by far the best session
we’ve ever had! It allowed me to
reflect inward about how I display
empathy to others. Celebrating
and recognizing others through
immersive experiences was both
special and unique.”

Our clients include:

“I appreciated not just the content,
but how it was delivered. The
facilitator was an incredibly
effective communicator over Zoom
- his pace and tone really got me to
slow down and deeply process
what we were learning.”

“As leaders, Empathable brought us
closer together with our teams. They did
a great job balancing theoretical ideas
of practicing empathy with actionable
steps we could use in the real-world. It
felt less like a training, more like
discussing a series we all enjoy.”

Choose your learning area and experience a preview here
or email us at Cheyenne@empathable.com

Book a single 60-90 minute session for $5,000 $3,000 
or three sessions for only $12,000 $7,000.

https://vimeo.com/745924694?share=copy
http://www.empathable.com/
https://vimeo.com/890322802?share=copy

